Visual acuity measurements by swept spatial frequency visual-evoked-cortical potentials (VECPs): clinical application in children with various visual disorders.
Previous studies have indicated that visual acuities of normal infants can be estimated with good accuracy using swept spatial frequency visual-evoked-potentials (VECPs). In this report we describe acuity measurements obtained with this technique from 304 examinations performed on 135 children having various visual disorders. When possible, two or more different stimulation frequencies (8, 12, 15 or 24 contrast reversals/sec) were used in each patient, and three to eight sweep VECPs were obtained from each patient under each simulation and recording condition. High correlation coefficients (0.94 - 0.96) between the acuity estimated on each patient from either the single sweep giving the best visual acuity (BSS) or from vector averages (VeA) of the EEG data obtained from several sweeps confirmed previous findings in normal infants. We also found high correlation coefficients among BSS recorded at different temporal frequencies (0.79-0.97) and among comparisons of BSS or VeA acuity to optotype visual acuity (0.6-0.89). Children with clinically undetectable optokinetic responses showed lower visual acuity estimated by BSS than those who demonstrated optokinetic nystagmus. We conclude that the sweep VECP is a valid method, giving estimates of acuity which correlate well with optotype acuity and correspond well to other clinical findings, and that it can be useful in the clinical management of nonverbal patients.